
Демонстрационная версия контрольного измерительного материала 

 по английскому языку 

10 класс (письменная часть) 

 

Письменная часть экзаменационной работы по английскому языку состоит из 

четырёх разделов, включающих в себя  30 заданий. 

На выполнение заданий письменной части экзаменационной работы 

отводится 2 часа (120 минут). 

Раздел 1(задания по аудированию) содержит 2 задания. 

Рекомендуемое время на выполнение заданий раздела – 20 минут. 

Раздел 2 (задания по чтению) содержит 3 задания на понимание прочитанных 

текстов. Рекомендуемое время на выполнение заданий раздела – 30 минут. 

Раздел 3 (задания по грамматике и лексике) состоит из 18 заданий. 

Рекомендуемое время на выполнение заданий раздела – 40 минут. 

Раздел 4 (задание по письму) представляет из себя написание письма личного 

характера. 

Рекомендуемое время выполнения раздела «Письмо» – 30 минут. 

Общее количество баллов за письменную часть -57 баллов (аудирование-13 

баллов; чтение-20 баллов; лексика, грамматика-18 баллов; письмо 6 баллов).     

                                                           

Критерии оценивания письма личного характера: 

1. Решение коммуникативной задачи (2 балла); 

2. Организация текста (2 балла); 

3. Языковое оформление текста (2 балла). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Раздел 1. Аудирование 

 

Задание 1. Вы услышите 6 высказываний. Установите соответствие между 

высказываниями каждого говорящего A–F и утверждениями, данными в списке 1–7. 

Используйте каждое утверждение, обозначенное соответствующей цифрой, только один 

раз. В задании есть одно лишнее утверждение. Вы услышите запись дважды. 

 

1.  Be active and try something new on holiday 

2.  Beach holidays make people boring 

3.  A chance to discover more about oneself 

4.  New places are the best places to go to 

5.  Holidays are perfect for hobbies and pastimes 

6.  Restful holidays involve family and friends 

7.  Extreme sports can ruin your holiday 

  

Говорящий A B C D E F 

Утверждение  
      

 

 

Задание 2. Вы услышите диалог. Определите, какие из приведённых утверждений А–G 

соответствуют содержанию текста (1 – True), какие не соответствуют (2 – False) и о чём в 

тексте не сказано, то есть на основании текста нельзя дать ни положительного, ни 

отрицательного ответа (3 – Not stated). Занесите номер выбранного Вами варианта ответа 

в таблицу. Вы услышите запись дважды. 

 

A)  Kate is thinking about a present for her former school friend. 

B)  Kate usually easily chooses presents for her friends. 

C)  Kate keeps in contact with her friend via a social network. 

D)  Kate's friend was born in Peru. 

E)  Kate's friend enjoys local music. 

F)  Tom believes music preferences reveal a lot about a person.  

G)  Tom is a connoisseur of the type of music Kate needs. 

 

 A B C D E F G 

       

Раздел 2. Чтение 

Задание 3. Установите соответствие между заголовками 1–8 и текстами A–G. Запишите 

свои ответы в таблицу. Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании есть один 

лишний заголовок.  

     

      1.Variety helps socializing                      

2.The Net socializing   

3.Negative socializing  

4.Fears of loneliness  

5.Socializing dominates education  

6.Eager to socialize  

7.Family socializing 

8.Kids need more socializing  

 



А. Most students that don’t have any friends at school get depressed or something because 

they feel lonely, down, and that nobody wants to talk to them. They also might get those 

phobia things, like for instance, being insecure when talking to someone, or people, for 

one of the “first” times. So therefore, when a teacher calls them, they might feel 

uncomfortable with answering. They also might have stuff going through their heads and 

can’t focus on a test, worksheet, or whatever class assignment.  

В.  In many instances, the failure to socialize may be a key factor in qualifying for special 

education. It is one of the triad of feature for a diagnosis of autism, for example. Special 

education has a very strong emphasis on inclusion, which in significant part provides for 

increased social interaction. Learning how to get by in society is an absolutely key 

component to education, irrespective of whether it is the subject of a performance test. 

С. In order to get through school properly you need to be able to socialize. It is especially 

important for little children. That’s why in my early childhood education course we are 

learning that developing ways of having healthy social interactions is so important for 

children. 

D. Various societies have varied socializing skills among their members. It does not mean 

that one culture is superior to others. It just depends on the way that the civilization under 

study has progressed. A civilization which has cultivated its young generation with a 

common set of rules and a uniform educational system is more likely to be at harmony. 

But on the other hand in the United States of America each minor community brings its 

culture, its ethnicity and their customs. Having so many socializing influences makes the 

society more tolerant. 

E.  My boyfriend used to go out clubbing all the time. But I’m an introvert and I can’t stand 

that way of easy living.  I told him how it made me feel but he says he wants to start 

going out more, he says socializing is part of his path in life. I asked him what it would 

be like if we had our own place, he said he would be working all day and then out 

socializing every night except for the weekends, then he would spend it with me, this is 

what he would be like if we lived together. 

F.  Every time I use Myspace, Facebook or Bebo, I have a chance to socialize. I use these 

websites to talk to old friends and make new friends, but the thing is I never ever get that 

chance to meet a friend, it would be cool to try that, but I don’t know what socializing 

websites guarantee that, I would like a safe teen site, where I can meet and make cool 

mates. 

G. There are two types of socializing, depending on the nature of factors that influence them. 

One is positive when a person learns through good and happy experiences. Parents 

teaching their kids from their experiences, learning from books or from peers are some 

example of positive socializing. Positive socializing can take on the form of natural 

socializing and planned socializing. 

 

Текст A B C D E F G 

Заголовок 
      

 

 

 

Задание 4. Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–F частями предложений, 

обозначенными цифрами 1–7. Одна из частей в списке 1–7 — лишняя. Занесите цифры, 

обозначающие соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу. 

  

Fire Crews Hunt Escaped Hamster  

Eight firefighters have been called in to help find an escaped hamster. Two crews used a 

chocolate-covered camera and a vacuum cleaner A ____ , called Fudgie, at the home of a six-

year-old girl in Dunbar, Scotland. 



The girl’s mother said: ‘We came down for breakfast and discovered Fudgie had opened the top 

lid of her cage and had made her way into the kitchen and we think she has gone В ____ .' 

The fire crews spent five hours trying to recover the pet after it ran down a hole in the kitchen 

floor. But, the hamster still refused С ____ . 

In the search for Fudgie, the firefighters took the family cooker and gas pipes apart. They also 

dropped a mini-camera coated with chocolate under the floorboards. They then hoped to take out 

the hamster using a vacuum cleaner. Despite all their efforts, they failed to find Fudgie. 

In the end, the firefighters put another camera down the hole D ____ , connected to the screen of 

the family home computer, to see if Fudgie appeared. Besides, the girl and her parents regularly 

dropped food E ____          .At last, after eight days the hamster returned to her cage safe and 

sound. She crawled from the hole in the kitchen floor early in the morning. It was the girl’s 

father who first found Fudgie  

F ____ .The girl said that day it was like Christmas morning for her. Her parents added that they 

too felt extremely happy when Fudgie had finally returned. 

  

1.  through a small hole in the floor 

2.  through the hole for the hamster 

3.  and locked the runaway hamster 

4.  to come out of the hole 

5.  to look after the pet 

6.  to try and locate the missing hamster 

7.  and left it under the floorboards 
 

Задание 5. Прочитайте текст и выполните задания 5-11. В каждом задании выберите цифру 1, 2, 3 

или 4, соответствующую выбранному варианту ответа. 

 

Surviving an avalanche was not on Thomas's list of things to do in life. A thrill-seeker of epic 

proportions, he had jumped from a helicopter to ski remote mountain slopes and traversed half of 

Antarctica on a cross-country skiing adventure. If only his wisdom of doing things in packs hadn't failed 

him on the day of his accident. . 

He had ventured out alone before, and in any case, most of the ski ranges around his mountain home were 

littered with forest rangers whose job was to help stranded hikers. So a solo trip by an experienced skier 

wasn't the most dangerous of adventures. 

Every seasoned skier is aware of both the risks and the joys involved with skiing off-piste. It's a different 

experience from the snow that's been packed down into hard ice by the hundreds of other skiers who have 

already crossed over it. Movements occur almost in slow-motion as the skier glides in and out of the piles 

of powder. It's an exhausting challenge that requires effort from the skier's whole body, but a unique one 

that hooks a skier after just one run. 

Thomas even had special equipment for this particular type of skiing. His well-worn pair of traditional 

skis wouldn't be sufficient, so he'd expended an extra two hundred pounds on a wider set of blades 

especially made for skiing in powder. 

And it wasn't as if safety was the last thing on his mind. He'd brought his avalanche kit in case of 

emergencies. He wore an airbag that would help to keep him near the surface if he pulled the cord in time, 

and another device which would assist him with breathing under snow. The rescue service's number was 

programmed into his mobile phone, and his avalanche transceiver - which emits an emergency signal - 

was equipped with fully-charged batteries. 



Thomas's run that day was in familiar territory. He had always skied with a trusted ski buddy, with never 

an incident to report. Perhaps he had been lulled into a false sense of security. In fact, he had intended to 

ski with a friend that morning. When his friend couldn't make it, Thomas considered not going himself, 

but the snow on the mountain had fallen just the night before, and the lure was too intense. 

His run was a wide, bare track of slope nestled between two pine forests - a real skier's delight, and quite 

popular with the locals as well.  

They say an avalanche is like a sleeping giant, waiting to be woken up by even the slightest of nudges. 

Thomas gave this giant more than a nudge - he skied right over it and before he knew it, he was skiing on 

top of it as it slid down the mountain along with him. And if you ski on top of the giant's mouth, it's likely 

to swallow you whole. 

As Thomas sank beneath powder, through his acute panic he managed to pull the cord on his airbag. The 

roar of the giant fell silent seconds later, and from beneath the snow it was as if morning had turned to 

night. Thomas tried to reach his phone, but his arm might as well have been cast in concrete. Lying still, 

his panic slowly shifting to an eerie peacefulness, he did his best to keep his chin up. He even began to 

enjoy the dark solitude, even though he knew he might never be found. Luckily for him, the giant had 

caught the attention of others, and the transceiver was doing the job it was designed to do. 

5. What are the ‘packs that the author refers to in the first paragraph? 

1) Types of snow. 

2) Regions or areas. 

3) Groups of people. 

4) Ski manoeuvres. 

  

6. Why didn’t Thomas think his solo ski run would be very risky? 

1) There were personnel to help in case of trouble. 

2) He wasn’t aware of the potential dangers. 

3) He had been on more dangerous ski adventures. 

4) He believed powder to be easier to ski on than packed ice. 

  

7. Skiers who ski on powder for the first time … 

1) often never do it again. 

3) fall in love with the experience. 

2) find it to be calming. 

4) often get stuck in the snow. 

  

8. What is true about Thomas’s avalanche kit? 

1) The airbag would help him breathe. 

2) The airbag would inflate automatically. 

3) He had an emergency number written down. 

4) Some items required electric power to function. 

  

9. Why did Thomas particularly want to ski that day? 

1) It was pre-arranged with his friend. 

2) He wanted to ski alone. 

3) The area was beautiful. 

4) The weather conditions were ideal. 

  

10. An avalanche is compared to a sleeping giant because … 

1) it’s not usually dangerous. 

2) it can quickly spring into life. 

3) it’s a huge spectacle. 

4) it can easily kill people. 

  



11. The expression ‘keep his chin up’ in the last paragraph means … 

1) stay positive. 

2) keep breathing. 

3) raise his head. 

4) avoid making movements. 

  

Раздел 3. Грамматике и лексика  

 

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными 

буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 12-17, так, чтобы они грамматически 

соответствовали содержанию текста.  

                                                                                  Funny noise  

         Maria was lying on her bed reading quietly. All of a sudden, she heard the strangest noise, 

which sounded something like insects, 12_________ (COME) from the living room.  

Initially, she tried to ignore it but it just became more and more annoying. So, finally she 

 13__________ (GO) to investigate.  

        There in the living room, on the coffee table, was her laptop. On the screen, a pop-up advert  

14___ (APPEAR), probably half an hour earlier, for a game with thousands of crickets. With one 

quick click, there was peace and quiet in the house again.  

 

                                                                 A knight in shining armour 

 

lton John is an extremely famous British pop star. People all around the world 15_____ (HEAR) 

of him, but not so many know that his official title is Sir Elton John? How did he become ‘Sir 

Elton’?  

In past centuries, only successful military commanders and politicians 16_____ (AWARD) the 

title for services to their country. However, in 1917, the British government decided to extend 

the title to other citizens.  

To become a Sir, you have to ‘receive a knighthood’, an honour only ever 17_____ (GIVE) to 

men. However, many women, such as Judi Dench and Julie Andrews, have the equivalent title 

for females, which is ‘Dame’.  

When a person becomes a Sir or a Dame, they can add this title to their name. It’s one of the  

greatest honours a person can receive in the UK. 

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Образуйте от слов, напечатанных заглавными 

буквами в конце строк, так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически соответствовали 

содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски полученными словами. Каждый пропуск 

соответствует отдельному заданию из группы 18- 22 

                                                            Student exchange programmes  

Student exchange programmes provide an incredible opportunity for students of one country to 

go and study at institutions abroad. At their best, they are culturally satisfying and highly 

18_________ (EDUCATION).  

For short-term exchange programmes, students may spend just a summer in the host country. For 

longer-term programmes, students 19______ (GENERAL) live in the host country for 10–12 

months. 

Students are often expected to have a firm grasp of the language before they go. Students from 

Germany, for example, must usually have the 20__ (ABLE) to communicate in English in order 

to participate in an American exchange programme.  



It is typical for students to stay with a host family while they are studying abroad. This provides 

them with the opportunity of learning at close quarters what  daily life in the host country is 

really like.  

Students enter the host country with a special student visa. Applications can take six to ten 

months to process, and students must return home once time is up. It is usually 21____ 

(POSSIBLE) for them to stay longer.  

When students return home, they are sometimes required to share what they have learnt with 

others. This might be achieved by them giving some kind of  22 ____ (PRESENT) to their tutors 

or classmates.  

Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 23 – 29. Эти номера 

соответствуют заданиям 23-29, в которых представлены возможные варианты ответов 

(1,2,3 или 4). Установите соответствие номера пропуска варианту ответа. 

 

Siberian tiger 

         With its bright stripes and loud roar, the Siberian tiger is truly is an impressive animal. 

Indigenous to eastern Russia, north-east China and parts of North Korea, the Siberian tiger can  

23) ……. а length of 286 cm which 24) ……. it the largest living tiger. 

         Siberian tigers are fierce predators and primarily hunt wild boar and elk.25) …… to the 

fact that their prey is found across wide areas, the Siberian tiger requires a large territory to 

survive. An adult male cat will roam a territory up to 1,000 km2 .The tiger moves through its 

territory  

26) …….and hunts at night. Using its keen vision and hearing along with a powerful 27)  

………of smell, it sneaks up on its prey stealthily. Its stripes help camouflage it 28) ……. the 

tall grass. It can run extremely fast over short distances and can leap 3 metres in a single bound! 

           Unfortunately, there are only a few hundred Siberian tigers left in Russia and 29) ….. 

fewer in China and North Korea. We all need to come together to protect the Siberian tiger and 

its habitat. 

23   1) grow     2) reach       3) expand     4) develop 

24     1) does     2) makes      3) causes      4) creates 

25)    1) due        2) because    3) since        4) as 

26)    1) alone     2) solo          3) lonely      4) one 

27)    1) feeling   2) sense       3) taste         4) nose 

28)    1) on          2) with         3) across      4) in 

29)    1) more       2) much       3) just           4) even 

                         

Раздел 4. Письмо 

 

Задание 30.  You have received a letter from your English-speaking pen-friend Mike who 

writes: 

… I’ve got new hobbies – recording birds’ songs and taking pictures of wild life. What hobby do 

you have? How much time do you spend on it? What do your parents and friends think of your 

hobby? 

   Hooray! My elder brother promised to be back home from college on my birthday … 

  

Write a letter to Mike. 

In your letter 

– answer his questions 

– ask 3 questions about his elder brother 



Write 100–140 words. 

Remember the rules of letter writing. 

 

Демонстрационная версия контрольного измерительного материала 

 по английскому языку 

10 класс (устная часть) 

 

Устная  часть экзаменационной работы по английскому языку состоит из 

трёх  заданий. 

Задание 1-чтение вслух небольшого текста научно-популярного характера. 

Задание 2-предлагается ознакомиться с рекламным объявлением и задать 

четыре вопроса на основе ключевых слов. 

Задание 3-предлагается дать интервью на актуальную тему, развернуто и 

точно дать ответы на пять вопросов. 

На выполнение заданий устной части экзаменационной работы отводится в 

общем 

10 минут. 

 

Баллы, выставляемые за задания устной части 

1. Чтение-1 балл 

2. Вопросы к объявлению-4 балла 

3. Интервью-5 баллов 

Общее количество за устную часть-10 баллов  

 

Задание 1.  Imagine that you are preparing a project with your friend. You have 

found some interesting material for the presentation and you want to read this text 

to your friend. You have 1.5 minutes to read the text silently, then be ready to read 

it out aloud. You will not have more than 1.5 minutes to read it. 

  

When you look at a coffee bean, it’s really hard to believe that such a small 

thing is so important for so many people. Coffee is the world’s second most 

traded thing. It is by all means one of the most popular drinks ever. Statistics 

says that the major part of the planet population drink coffee. Some prefer black 

coffee, that is coffee served without milk. Others like white coffee  — coffee 

with milk. 

However, few people know enough about coffee beans. First of all, coffee 

beans are actually not beans. They are the pits of a fruit. In fact, coffee comes 

from coffee cherries and they are only called beans because they look a bit like 

other beans. Secondly, most of the world’s coffee comes from one country. 

Brazil is by far the largest producer of coffee in the world selling nearly a third 

of all the coffee drunk in the world. 



 

 

 

Задание 2.   

Study the advertisement.  

 

 You are considering buying a skateboard and you'd like to get more information. 

In 1.5 minutes you are to ask four direct questions to find out the following: 

 

1)  if there are extra wheels in the kit 

2)  a free delivery service  

3)  country producer  

4)  availability of other colors of the skateboard 

 

You have 20 seconds to ask each question. 

 

Задание 3. 

You are going to give an interview. You have to answer five questions. Give 

full answers to the questions (2−3 sentences). Remember that you have 40 

seconds to answer each question. 

Interviewer: Hello everybody! It’s Teenagers Round the World Channel. Our 

guest today is a teenager from Russia and we are going to discuss art. We’d like to 

know our guest’s point of view on this issue. Please answer five questions. So, 

let’s get started. 

Interviewer: What cultural sights does your region have? 

Student: _________________________ 

Interviewer: Who is your favourite artist and why? 

Student: _________________________ 

Interviewer: How does art affect our daily lives? 

Student: _________________________ 

Interviewer: Should children have art lessons in school? 

Student: _________________________ 



Interviewer: Is art important to the world? Why? 

Student: _________________________ 

Interviewer: Thank you very much for your interview. 

 

Ответы к заданиям 

 

1 643157 

2 2113311 

3 4581627 

4 614723  

5 3 

6 1 

7 3 

8 4 

9 4 

10 2 

11 1 

12  coming 

13 Went 

14 Hadappeared 

15 Haveheard 

16 Wereawarded 

17 Given 

18 Educational 

19 Generally 

20 Ability 

21 impossible 

22 presentation 

23 2 

24 2 

25 1 

26 1 

27 2 

28 4 

29 4 

30 6 

 

Общий балл (письменная и устная части) -67 баллов 

Оценка 5     67-60  баллов 

Оценка 4     59-46  баллов 

Оценка 3     45-33  баллов 

Оценка 2      32 и меньше 

 

 

 

 


